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India Islamic Cultural Centre Auditorium was a venue for an unusual celebration of 
the spirit of poetry, music and painting - a fusion of the folk, classical, sufi and 
gurbani traditions of undivided Punjab - to bring together poets, artists and musicians 
for a rendering of the poetry of Amarjit Chandan - the recipient of the Anad Kav 
Sanman, 2009 for his seminal contribution to Punjabi Poetry, and for bringing 
Punjabi Poetry on the International Scene. 

The function began with a musical tribute to Baljit Kaur Tulsi by Rupinder Pal Kaur, 
who sang one of Tulsi’s poems in Raga Peelu. 

Professor Namvar Singh, Hindi literary critic and Chancellor, Mahatma Gandhi 
International Hindi University presided over the Award Ceremony and Krishan 
Khanna, the Painter, was the Chief Guest of the Second Anad Kav Tarang 
Festival, organized on the occasion of the conferring of the Award, instituted in the 
memory of  a Punjabi poet, Baljit Kaur Tulsi. The award, offered to eminent poets, 
includes a cash prize of Rs. 2.25 lacs, a citation, a silver plate and a turban. Anad 
Kav Sanman is unique in South Asia in the sense that it exclusively celebrates 
poetic excellence to honor the memory of a woman poet.  

The Award-Citation applauds Chandan for having “contributed substantially in 
carrying the rich poetic legacy forward” by invoking “the folk, the Sufic and the 
Gurbani traditions, assimilating their philosophy and vision in a contemporary idiom.” 
The Citation further added that in Chandan’s poetry “the division between philosophy 
and poetry dissolves even as the world of Punjabi cultural memory opens up in a 
spontaneous and gentle evocation. Your poetry celebrates the spirit of entire 
humanity and effortlessly traverses across cultures…Your poetry has 
decisively earned an international space for your mother tongue, the Punjabi 
language, in the community of world literature.”  

Satya Pal Gautam, Professor of Philosophy, JNU, and Vice-Chancellor, Mahatma 
Jyotiba Phule Rohilkhand University, Chairman of the Jury, which recommended the 
Award for Chandan, read the citation for the presentation of the Award. Rabbi 
Shergill, the singer, read out the Punjabi text of the citation. 

Delivering his Presidential Speech, while conferring the Award, Professor Namvar 
Singh recalled his having earlier read some of the Hindi translations of Chandan’s 
poetry. He was of the view that the merit and richness of Chandan was evident in his 
rejuvenating the celebration of the spiritual significance of the word and language 
which Chandan has inherited from Kabir, Gurubani and Sufibani traditions of poetry. 
Reading an English version of one of Chandan’s poems he illustrated his admiration 
for the uniqueness and novelty of Chandan’s work. Singh further added that 
Chandan is one of the top poets of India  today, who has captured the aesthetic 
dimensions of linguistic creativity and its civilisational significance. 

In his acceptance speech, Chandan expressed his gratitude for being chosen for the 
award, and said that this award was an acknowledgement and celebration of the 
richness of the trinity of the Lokbani, Gurbani and Sufibani, which are the 
source of the unity of Punjabi sensibility and identity. Honouring Punjabi 
language and culture is honouring our Punjabi ancestors, the children of the land, 
this honour is a celebration of the contribution of all those creatures and creators of 



words who have created and carried forward the legacy of Punjabi cultural heritage. 
He characterized himself as a poet who has his roots in the spirit of Punjabiyat 
and has traveled in the company of international poets such as Hikmet, 
Neruda, Ristos and Brecht.  

He expressed his differences with the narrowness of such South Asian trends 
of Progressive Poetry, which could not go beyond the depiction of external 
circumstances to become the poetry of the celebration of the human spirit. 

Chandan read some of his poems, which were appreciated by the audience. Bhai 
Baldeep Singh, Chairman, the Anad Foundation, announced that the Foundation 
has brought out a collection of 35 poems of Amarjit Chandan, entitled Paintee after 
35 alphabets of the Punjabi script and prefaced by Jaswant Singh Neki, a major poet. 
The collection, besides providing tasteful illustrations of poems, includes an audio 
CD, poems read by the poet himself.  

The blurb of the anthology published by Anad Foundation carries the following quote 
from eminent English poet and art critic, John Berger: 

Amarjit Chandan’s poetry transports its listeners or readers into an arena of 
timelessness. What he does is to fold time; time in his poems becomes like an 
arras or a hinged screen. The listener or reader is encircled by a multiplicity of 
times. His poetic practice assumes that there are more space-time dimensions 
than the four we habitually recognise. Each of Chandan’s poems proceeds in 
its own way and has its own form. Yet in all of them there is an assembly of 
different space-time dimensions. 

The anthology was released by Krishan Khanna, Chief Guest for the the Anad Kav 
Tarang Festival. Subsequently, Rabbi Shergill, Bhai Baldeep Singh, Dhruv 
Sangari and Madan Gopal Singh presented musical renderings of some of 
Chandan’s poems. They were accompanied by Deepak Castellino on the guitar, 
Pritam Ghosal on the Sarod and Gurmeet Singh on the Tabla and Dhol. 

The function concluded with a Vote of Thanks presented by Shri KTS Tulsi, Senior 
Advocate, Supreme Court, and son of Baljit Kaur Tulsi. 

 


